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FreeStar Video Grabber is a powerful utility for collecting video and audio from websites. With this
software you can effortlessly download videos from anywhere of internet. It helps the users to grab
web-cam, live camera feeds, TV shows, and even streaming video from just about any website on
the Internet. It has a user-friendly interface. FreeStar Video Grabber features: Downloads a list of
Video URLs from the web browser and saves them in several video formats: FLV, MPG, AVI, WMV,

VOB, ASF. You can copy any video URL to clipboard for faster download. Let FreeStar Video Grabber
save the downloaded videos to your computer to enjoy them later on another device or burn them
on CD to watch them on your television. Use FreeStar Video Grabber as a FTP client to save video

files directly to your computer. FreeStar Video Grabber allows downloading downloaded videos
directly to phone memory using 3G or GPRS connection for viewing later on. You can easily modify

video playback settings such as resolution and bitrate. Video Grabber allows copying web-cam
streams, images from slide shows, live streams, music videos and more. Supports binary video files
(AVI, WMV, MPEG, MOV, MPG) and the BAK video file format. Supports floating-point video codecs

(Xvid, DivX, MPEG-4, Real). Supports fullscreen, windowed, and window-less video modes. Supports
multiple bitrate modes for different video qualities. Supports video and audio synchronization.
Supports user-defined duration, time, frame rate, and video codec. Supports as a background

application, which means you can work with other application while the video is downloading. Allows
saving captured videos to the hard disk. Supports both 32-bit and 64-bit environments. Supports

both English and French language localization. Supports command-line mode for batch video
download. Supports file renaming of downloaded video files and allows modification of the original
file name. Supports multiple languages (English, French, German, Spanish). Supports unicode fonts
and bidirectional text. Supports web-cam output. Supports "stream" and "channel" output formats

(Web, 3G, GPRS). Supports embedded links, including web-cam links. Supports playlists for multiple
video files.
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With FreeStar 3GP Converter you can convert video files to 3GP in batches. The program offers an
intuitive user interface which enables you to use the software without any difficulties. Select output
location, choose video format and resolution, crop video frames, save video in 3GP or 3G2 format,

modify audio and video parameters and proceed to the "settings". Besides many video import
options, FreeStar 3GP Converter has a built-in audio editor. You can change audio playback settings,
adjust volume and pass-through, add new audio channel, change audio speed, adjust equalization,
presets and mix all or part of the audio together. You can convert audio to MP3, M4A, WAV, WMA,
AAC, OGG or RA. Moreover, FreeStar 3GP Converter allows you to convert video files (AVI, WMV,

MPG, MPG, FLV, MPEG, VOB, RM), copy the video and audio to the clipboard and even convert video
to 3GP and audio to MP3 on any number of files simultaneously. 4. AVI to FLV Convert for Mac 1.1
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'AVI to FLV Convert for Mac'is a complete and simple to use software. It can convert the video file to
FLV,AVI,H.264,VC1 and MP4 on Mac OS X. You can also trim video and audio, crop video and add

watermark to it. Add subtitle to it. Output FLV, AVI, MP4, WMV, MKV and MP3. 'AVI to FLV Convert for
Mac'is a kind of easy to use and stylish tool to convert the video on Mac OS X. You just need to drag
and drop the AVI/FLV/WMV/MKV/MPG to the software interface, you will enjoy it. 5. komandLineStar
for Windows 1.0 komandLineStar is a software that allows you to quickly and easily get a list of all
process running on your computer. This software is a powerful, easy-to-use tool that lists all the
current running processes, can pause/resume and restart them, change their priority, set their

priority level and a bunch of other features. komandLineStar is a useful and handy tool that lists the
currently running processes, as a result of its ability to be administered from the mouse. b7e8fdf5c8
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* Convert any video file format, AVI to 3GP in high quality and convert AVI to 3G2 (3GP compatible
format) * Decode the video files back to original format with 30 formats encoders and decoders *
Output 3GP, 3G2, 3G2 Mobile, 3G2 HD, 3G2 4K, 3G2 VR, 3G2 XR, MP4, MKV, MP3, AAC, AC3,... *
Stream to 3G2 players and transfer to 3G2 Player * Convert to 3G2 Video Iphone, 3G2 Smart Phones,
3G2 Car Player, 3G2 Android, 3G2 Playstation, 3G2 Xbox, 3G2 PSP and more.. A3gp - Mpeg-AAC Plus
Converter Wondershare A3gp Converter is an easy to use AVI to 3GP Converter tool that enables you
to convert AVI to 3GP videos. The interface is simple and it allows you to import movies from a local
folder or even drag and drop the AVI files from a removable storage. Video properties can be saved
or exported in the output folder. Basically, A3gp Converter is a powerful converter that will not let
you down. However, as with most such tools, it is only as good as its presets. These are not
adequate to perform clean conversions. Also, the quality of files is not great. But it works fine for
simple conversions. ArchiveMVI - MPEG4 Video Converter ArchiveMVI is a Windows application that
enables you to convert video files from any multimedia format to MPEG4 (MP4), 3GP, 3G2, M2TS and
AVI. ArchiveMVI supports a large number of multimedia file formats, including AVI, MOV, WMV, ASF,
VOB, ASX, MP3, WAV, M4A, M4V, FLV, 3GP, MP4 and more. You can preview video files in the main
window and you can playback the audio in the file list. Also, you can copy the original audio to the
output files. It is a powerful tool and with a price of only $29.95, it is worth every penny. ArchiveMVI -
MPEG4 Video Converter Description: *Convert video from almost any multimedia format to MPEG

What's New In FreeStar 3GP Converter?

FreeStar 3GP Converter is a powerful video converter and it offers not only the free 3GP converter,
but also a number of advanced conversion tools, such as: * Transcoding to MP4, MOV, WMV, 3GP,
VOB, RM, AVI, FLV, MPEG, F4V, DIVX, MP2, MP3, AC3, AAC, 3G2, 3G2X and DVD format; * Extract
audio from video clip and save it into a MP3, AAC, AC3, WMA, AIFF, AMR, ALAC, OGG, VQF or OGG
VORBIS format; * Batch converting files (in batches of up to 999, with up to 99 files in the queue); *
Batch processing of whole folders of files; * Multi-core support; * Batch processing of images (in
batches of up to 999); * JPEG, PNG and all other popular image formats are supported, and source
and destination path can be moved to a different directory; * Delete queue and change interface
theme; * 3GP to MP3 Converter. Program Features: * Ability to convert to MP4, MOV, WMV, 3GP,
VOB, RM, AVI, FLV, MPEG, F4V, DIVX, MP2, MP3, AC3, AAC, 3G2, 3G2X and DVD format. * Extract
audio from video clip and save it into a MP3, AAC, AC3, WMA, AIFF, AMR, ALAC, OGG, VQF or OGG
VORBIS format. * Batch processing of files. * Extract video frames from any video clips and save as
still images in BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG, TIF, TGA, WMF, SGI, PSD, ICNS, NIFF, J2K, JPG, JPEG 2000, XBM,
XPM and YCbCr formats. * MP3 to 3GP converter. * Play MPEG, MPG and AVI video clips. * Increase
and reduce video quality. * Batch processing of whole folders of images. * Supports multi-core
processors. * Fast file conversion. * Batch processing of images (in batches of up to 999). * View in
list, single and multi-line
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows 7 Service Pack 1, or Windows 8.1 Memory: 2 GB
RAM Processor: 2.0 GHz or faster Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics card with a 256MB card or higher
DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 1 GB available space
Recommended: Memory: 3 GB RAM
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